Services
Language of Light
Language of Light ~ Transmitting Divine Essence through Harmonics. (also, known
as Language of the Birds, Tongues of the Angels, Language of the Soul, One in Spirit,
and Heart Language).
Language of Light is a Higher Presence of Energy that is emitted through Sound
Frequency, Sacred Geometry and Rays of Light, producing and formulating a Divine
Essence. The incantation of this Sacred Light produces an energy formula that may
activate the imbalanced or depleted area(s) that need the life force to flow again.
As the Intonements are chanted, Sparks of Golden Light Ignite the sleeping cells,
sending positive subliminal messages and frequency of this Golden Light into the
entire embodiments system, that may begin to remove obstructed, lodged, stuck
or dormant energy. Once it is lifted, this Golden Light begins to create and blend
“new” energies over-lighting the old, to Rejuvenate, Repair and Regenerate the
embodiment.
Everyone’s Heart speaks the Language of Light, it is an interdimensional language
and is understood at a soul level. It speaks to the DNA, Activating and Producing a
Symphonic Resonance to the Embodiment’s System.
Your Higher Self knows this Language of Light, and when the Ego is Released from
trying to understand it, the Heart is Free to Receive the Magical and Harmonious
Energy it provides.
The Harmonic Frequency automatically dials into the Energy blockages, restricting
healings to occur. In most cases the Language of Light isn’t translated verbally in
a language that the Receiver would know and understand word for word, rather an
alchemical transmission within begins to respond, thus allowing the embodiment
to freely Receive its Energy Experience to heal and balance. The Language of Light

is a Constant streamlining multi-layered Light Frequency that encircles and uplifts
stagnant and anchored old energy.
Light Language is a Language of our DNA.
We, as humans can learn to synthesize its Frequency to open up stored memories
and blueprints housed within the Embodiment’s System. When the Mind releases
the Ego, the body automatically opens itself up to the Symphonic Harmonics that
will Register within the Super-Highway of the Embodiment’s System for healing and
awakenings.
Your Higher-Self and/or the Intelligent Self, is already prepared to begin the
activations and advancements that your body has asked of. As one is encoded with
the Intonements, one receives healings and/or upgrades that is most pertinent to
their here and now.
And as one grows and develops, each step is a next step to their awakening and
ascension process.

During a Light Language Session, Mary will energetically scan the embodiment for
any imbalances. As they are recognized, she will begin to Intone the Language of
Light to open the embodiment’s senses to receive and streamline the Harmonics
of Love, as an Energy Formula through the Incantations of Light.
This Light is Infinite and from the Universal Source of Oneness. It is ever-changing,
and ever-expanding, offering a constant influx of energy that will help one receive
the Seeds of Light to assist in the New Light Body & New Earth.
For those calibrated to higher vibrational frequency fields, Receiving the
Intonements of Light Language will offer an increased awareness, an upgrade to
the Systems Sensory and will create a continual, spherical movement, rhythm and
choreographed dance of the Light Body.

Although one may not have knowledge of Light Language, with an open, receptive
mind and a trusting heart, its receiving energy may alter and synthesize into a
wholesome, positive and uplifting Experience.

Mary Martin
Minister ~ Messenger ~ Medium
Spiritual Mastery Teacher-Healer of Earth’s Classroom.
Offering Transmissional-Teachings in the Keys of Self-Mastery, the I Am
Presence and the Return of the Divine Feminine.
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